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ABSTRACT

An overview of Roam Chomsky's theories about
transformational grammar and phonology is given. Since Chomsky was
interested in characterizing what it is to know a language, the ways
in which we demonstrate knowledge of our native language are
discussed in detail. Particular emphasis is placed on describing how
the transformational approach actually works. The differences between
transformational theory and structural linguistics are also pointed
out. In the second part of the present work, there is a brief
discussion of the transformational grammarian's theory of
psycholinguistics, called cognitive psycholinguistics. The discussion
focuses on a comparison of cognitive psycholinguistics and classical
behaviorist learning theory. (PMP)
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Introduction

The following is a chapter from a monograph in progress tentatively titled "The
Impact of Transformational Grammar on Foreign Language Toachirii." The chapter is
taken from a section of the monograph called "Background." The monograph is an
example of one kind of research being carried out in the Language in Culture research
area of the Culture Learning Institute. Currently, Language in Culture is mainly
concerned with two broad areas: (1) the study of the social and personal factors that
influence language behavior (what might loosely be termed sociolinguistics), and
(2) teaching EngVsh to speakers of other languages.
In this latter area, Language in Culture has been most active on two fronts, conducting
in-service training programs in English language (and supporting degree students at the
University of Hawaii), and in supporting research on English language curriculum design
and in the developing of actual English language teaching materials. The monograph is an
example of research on the theory of English language curriculum design.
Language in Culture also plans to conduct actual projects in curriculum and materials
writing. One such project will bring participants together from Asia, the Pacific and the
united States to work on a curriculum or a set of materials appropriate to their own
..ituation,i. We hope that by providing the participants with specialized resources of the
Culture Learning Institute (and the University of Hawaii) they will be able to do much more
sophisticated work than they could in isolation in their yern countries.

O

11ackgrounci for English Language Curriculum

LBefore discussing the impact of transformational grammar on the English language
curriculum, it might be useful to provide some background information about
transformational grammar and its corresponding theory of psycholinguistics, which for
lack of a better term, I will call cognitive psycholinguistics. In the brief overviews
below, the focus will be on those aspects of transformational grammar and cognitive
psycholinguistics that are relevant to the English language curriculum. Accortlingly,
some otherwise tmportant aspects of the history of the two disciplines will not be touched
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Transformational grammar was largely the invention of one man- Noam Chomsky. A
general outline of transtormational grammar first appeared in Syntactic Structures in
1957, In 1965 Chomsky expanded and modified the original theory of transformational
grammar in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax. In 1968 Chomsky (with Morris Halle) dealt
with the phonological side of the theory in The Sound Pattern of English.
Perhaps the easiest way to make an initial rough characterization of transformational
.9nAkTtrriar 0.9WterrrYISO of the basic distinction it draws between what people know and what

they say. Chomsky was intprpstpd in rharacteri7ing what it is to know a language.
broadly speaking, our knowledge of our own language is manifested in three ways:
(1) by our ability to distinguish grammatical and non-grammatical sentences in our
language, (2) by our ability to perceive the tacit relation of parts o. a sentence to other
parts of the same sentence, and (3) by our ability to perceive the grammatical relation
between different sentences.

At ftrst glance, the problem of grammaticality seems trivial. We recognize the
grammatical sentences in our language because we have previously encountered them. All
the rest are ungrammatical. However, when we look at the nuge magnitude of the number
:if possible sentences, we can easily see that grammaticality is not a function of exposure
known grammatical sentences. For example, taking even a highly restricted
wit abulary of 10,000 words, the number of possible three-word combinations is
1,0GO, 000, 000, 000. Suppose that only one out of every one thousand-word combinations
it, a( tually a grammatical sentence. Even then, it would take over thirty-one years of
listening to three-word sentences at the rate of one a second, twenty-four hours a day,
365 days a year to just hear them all once. Obviously, rn9osure and memory are not
adequate tc: explain grammaticality.

A speaker's ability to make judgments about grammaticality must involve some kind
of abstraction on the speaker's part. For example, the classiticatior. of words into the
abstract classes of parts of speech enables us to make strong generalizations about the
nature of grammatical sentences. Virtually all the grammatical three-word sentences in
English are made up of the following sequences of word classes:

Artic!e Noun Verb (example: The roof leaks.)

Noun Verb ACjrtive (example: John is tall.)
Noun Verb Adverb (example: John is here.)
Noun Verb Noun (example; Birds eat worms.)
Noun Verb Prep.psition (example: John c.almed down.)

Vert, Art le. Noun (Lsxampldt: Shut the door! )

All Arsr «bmbinattons of word ylas,es will produce une;rs.mrnatic al 1.equnce:,, tor example,
Nxan Nx.in Noun, Article Virb Noun, Verb Prepositton Vert, and so on.
hLr are many areas of Endlp.h grammar that show that our ,tidqfnent,. about
drammattc
siopend in our intuitive L.ie nf very comprex iibstractions.
t I lu-Aration
.)t f t
to the cornplx drammocic al dependencies found in the formation of the tad

cit,(.tton, Any sfatemrt

Firvilisn can he turned into a tag question. Here are .dm.
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Tao Questions

Statement

Today ,s Tuesday.

"roday is Tuesday, isn't it?

John can swim.

John can swim, can't he?

Alfred isn't ready.

Alfred isn't ready, is he?

The boys haven't started yet.

The boys haven't started yet, have they?

In order to be grammatical, the tag question must meet tfle following conditions: tne tag
part must use the same verb (or first auxiliary verb if there is more than one); it must
make a positive-negative switch (that is, if the statement is posiVve, the tag part must he
negative; if the statement is negative, the tag part must be pJsittve); and finally, the tag
part must end with a pronoun that is the correct substitute tot i.;le subject of the statement.
If the first or third of these conditions is violated, the resulting sequence is ungrammatical,
for example: 'Today is Tuesday, doesn't it? and *Today is Tuesday, isn't they? If the
second condition is violated the result is not a tag question but an echo question with an
entirely different meaning: Today is Tuesday, is it?
Another example of a different kind of complexity is found in the rules that govern the
formattoc. of the comparative. The following comparative sentence

John is taller than his father is tall
would normally be said in a more contracted form. We would say either

John is taller than his father is
or
John is tatter than his father.
The rule seems to be that those elements on the right-hand part of the comparison which
are vie vital with their cor.^esponding element on the left-hand part can be deleted.
Howevee, this is riot so, For example in the following sentence

John is taller than his father is wide
we cannot delete the second is:

*John is taller than his father wide.
In a somewhat similar construction where two sentences are conjoined, Ulm deletion is
possible, For example, we can say either

John is tall and his father is wide.
or

John is tall and his father wide.
The mile which governs the deletion in comparative sentences appears to work on a

right to left basis. That is, if the right-most element in the right-hand side of the
comparison is identical with its counterpart on the left, it may be deleted (tall in the first
example). The rule then applied t what is now the new right-most element (is in the first
example). This cyclical, right-to-left application of the rule explains why
'John is taller than his father wide
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is ungrammatical. Since Wide and tall are different, no further application of the rules is
possible. If the adjectives were identical but the verbs were different, the second
adjective wovld be deleted, but not the verbs. For example from the sentence

John is taller Wig his ldther was tall
we get the deleted form

John is taller than his father was.
T. e was cannot be deleted without making the sentence ungrammatical t the intended
meaning.

The examples have ti.ustratt,d three kinds of abstract relations: categorical
abstractions (parts of speech), dependency relations between abstractions (the tag question),
and restrictions on the application of an abstract grammatical rule (the corroarative rule).
In order to distinguish grammatical r3enterices from nongrammatical sentences, speakers
of the language must be able to employ these kinds of abstract grammatical relations.
The second way that our knowledge of our own language is manifested is by our
ability to perceive the tacit relation of parts of a sentence to other parts of the same
sentence. Dr. Roderick Jacobs gives a striking example of this by the following pair of
sentences:

Cinderella ordered her sisters to clean the room.
Cinderella promised her sisters to clean the room.
Speakers of Li:glish k's
that in the firs., sentence her sisters are going to clean the room
while in the second sentence, Cinderella is going to clean the re...7n. There is no overt
signal in the sentence that tells us the relation of the infinitive perase to clean the room
to the rest of the sentence. We know the difference because we know the kinds of
complements the" must follow the verbs order and promise: we order someone to do
somethinn, but we .r)rornts* someone that we will do something ourselves.

Another example of the same point is in the pair of sentences
Jaen started to answse the phone.
John stopped to answer the phone.

In the first example, to answer the phon: is the c^imple.ment to 9ie verb start. That h., it
I; ne< hssary part of the sentence. If it is deleted, the :.t,terice be( orrhs tingramma:acal
in ti: interuled meaning: *John starter'; (John started to do what?). In the set ono A' *ample
3n:.wer the nhone Is an optional adverbial element that tent:. why ,RA-vn stopped. Again,
tt-er is no !;ignal in the sentence that tells us how to interpret the function of to ancwer
the phone. We are able to because we have a knowledge of the relation between parts of
a sentence. In Vas case, we know that the verb start takes an infinitive cornplernent co('
that the ver'bIttaldoes not.

The third way that our knowledge of language is manifested is through (NAr ability to
per tve ch grammatical relation between different sentences. We have already had One
example of it .ysterrtztttc grammatical relation betw. statements and tali questions.
There arc numerous other examples of pairs of sentences which nave a systematic
qearrimatti al (and semantic) difference. For example, for every statement, there is a
corrsh.ponding ye . -no question (xample: Today IS Tuesdw-h.
.), and a

qi.e -Atoll whit h asks for information (example: Today is Tuesday--Wfa ?).

I 'or

every grammatical onsittve statement, there exists a corresponding clgatIvt statrn4nt
ustry; nt-,t ( xample: Today t!. Tuescv,z--Toclay ts not Tue!.122i).
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unemphatic statement there is a corresponding emphatic statement the asserts the
Today IS Tuesday!). That the
truth-value of the statement (example: Today is
emphatic form is more than just a matter of stress in seen with s sentence that does
not use the verb be or an auxiliary verb (example: We won the game We Ott) win the
game! Here the emphatit: form requires the addition of the verb
. In the examples
There is another type of grammatical relationship called
In a
pairs
of
sentences.
above, there is a systematic difference in meaning between the
meaning.
A
goosi,
paraphrase relationship, the two related sentences have the baffle
example of a paraphrase relationship is in the two-word verb construction. A two-word
verb is a verb plus preposition unit that makes up one lexical word. Look over is a
two-word verb which means "examine."
tr.

The examiners looked ewer the books.

With name two -word verbs It is I tnsofble to move the preposition to a position after the

object. Look over is such a verb:
The examiners looked the books over.
Thus the two sentences

"he examiners lacked over the books
The examiners looked the books over

are in a paraphrase relationship with each other: they both mean the same thing and they
are related to each other in a systematic gramma teal way.
The active-passive relationship is one of the most complex paraphrase relations

in English. For example, for the active sentence
John took the message

there is the corresponding passive sentence
The Message was taken by John.

The active-passive paraphrase relationship is particularly inte,esting because of the
great difference in form between them. Quite literally, the active and passive have only
one grarnmatcal element in common: they have different subjec*.s, different verb tenses,
and different objects; the only shared element is the main verb hake in the case of the
example above). Despite their striking formal d:fferent es, it is cleer that the active
and passive have the -.time basic meaning and that they are related in a systematic way.
The final example of the relationship between two sentences is almost the opposite
of the parapnrase relaticviship. In the paraphrase relationship, two different sentences
have the same meaning. In this new relationship, one apparent sentence :'as two different
meant nos. In other words, it is an ambiguous senters;e. An ambigueus sentence t really
vvo different intences that happen to Ionic exactly alike in the same way that to and W2
fire different words that happen to sounil alike. The classic -example of ar, ambiguous
SPrttrtr comes from Chomsky's Syntac!ic Structures. (,-3. fie). Chomskv's example is the
phra5e the shootine of the hunters which .mans either (I) tne hunters shot something or
(2) s:)meone shot the hunters. )ne intere!,tinq thing about this example is that both
meantrup have exactly the same qrammar: the is an article, shooting is a gerund, 2116 a
preposition, and hunters is a not.n.
One possible explanation would be to cl.um that this particular sequence of Article- gerund - -of -- article- -noun is inherently ambiguous in the same way that read is inherently
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ambiguous as either the present tense or the past tense written form of the verb. Chomsky
shows that this cannot be the case by giving exactly parallel constructions which are not
ar-ibiguuus:

the growling of the lions

the raising of the flowers.

Moreover, tfwwLitltid_tirji22 is similar to the first meaning of the shooting of the
hunters (lions growl and hi...inters shoot) while the retsina of the flowers is similar to the
second meaning(msgae
se
rises lanzeigrl and someone shoots the hunters).
"The trick about this group of gertandise, phrases is that the ectun at the end represents
an original subjc.tt of a sentence (as in }..ions growl) or an original object (as in
(Sorneene'l raities dowers). Chornskyse jh. #hootang otitis hunters is ambiguoes because

ett

Minters can be either the original subject (Nutters shoot) or the original object
((Someone"' shoots the hunters). The other two phrases are not e rnbiguout; because !Wets

cannot be an object (eagolsolio
e growls lions) and timers cannot be a subject ('flowers,
raise rsomethinql).

have now seen some examples of all three ways in whicl'i knowledge of our language
is manifested: by our ability to distinguish grammatical sentences from nongrammatical
sequences, by our ability to perceive tacit relations within a Seltertee, and by our 'lenity
to perceive grammatical relations between sentences. All inree abilities imply the same
thing; knowledge of a language entatls the knowledge and use of a complex at of grammatical
abstractions that cover the language. How this knowledge is acnuired and how the brain uses
it v unknown. Chomsky's goal,however, was much more limited. He was interested in
charaeteIztuf this knowlerfae. The device he invented to do this was a transformational
grammar. (The term rg=Iniar here refers hem wor6e are arranged to form sentences,
The pronunciation of the sentences belongs to the area of linguistics known as Dhonologv.
Transformational phonology will be discussed below.)

The exact ftarn of this grammar and how much knowledge it is expected to account for
is controverMal However, for our purpose, tt is sufficient tie recognize two sets of rules
in the grammar . The first set is called 'he phraae stru: sure rules. These rules produce
elementary Dick-and-,ane sentences. The second set of rules, the transformational rules,
combines the elementary sentences produced by the phrase structure rule;, coliapeee
them together, and "transforms" them tmto normal sentences, Pertiaps a helphe analogy
to think of the sentences produced by tne phrase structure as basic chemical structures.
The transforreational rules are the rules of chemistry .which govern the ways in which the
basic structures are combined and reshaped to form more complex comps:Heid.
In hi . book Aspects of the Theory of Syntax Chomsky coire'i the terms "deep" and
"surface" to talk i.bout the relations between the two sets of rube. in a tram forma:tom:A
grammar. The surface structure cf a sentence is the part of speech analysis of the
sentence as it appear's. The deep structure of the same !:entenc..e, however, is a listing of
all the elementary sentences produced by the phrase structure rules that are necessary to
account for the ssrface sentence. The deep sentences are covered into the surface
sentence by the ,ransformational rules. Thus the relation between the deep and surface

structure;: is a "before" and "after" relation: the d p structure is before the
transformational rules have been applied, and the surface structure is e'er they have
been applied.

The term. deep and surface are especially convenient for talkir7 about paraphrase
and ambiguity. In a paraphrase relation, the two related surface sentences come from a
,angle deep structure. The surface sentences (lifter because they have had different

tr-neformational rules applied in the procese of their terivation. To take an obvious
example,

t

The examiners looked over the books
The examiners looked the books over
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have different word orders because the second sentence has been derived with an optional
transformational rule that moves the preposition after the noun. In the relation between
the active and passives the passive has had a whole battery of transformational rules
applied to it thet have not been applied to the passive.

The ambiguous sentence is just the opposite. Ambiguity results when two different
deep structures end up producing exactly the same surface structul'eS. This points up
the fact that most deep structures can come to the surface in a variety of slightly different
forms, Some of these forms may happen to be identical with forms derived from a
different ci.:cp structure. If this happens, we then have an ambiguous sentence.
As an example of how a transformational grammar deals with ambiguity, let us take
the ambiguous phrase the shootinc of the hunters. As pointed out above, there appear to
be two different deep structure sentences underlyino this, one surface phrase: (1) The
hunters shot somethinfland (2) Someone shot the hunters. The phrase the shootituatks.
hunters is sometimes called a nominalization in transformational terms because it is a
sentence that has been turned into a noun please, that is, the norninalization can be put
inside another sentence. Fol example, in the following sentence

P119,.aWalauf the hunts surprised us
the nominalization serves as the subject. In the following sentence
We heard the shooting at the hunter:.

it serves as the otete.t.

There are many ways that an underlying Intence can be nominalized. For example,
the hunters shot somethina can tie changed Into the hunters' shooting of somethieg or the
, or ev-.in the fact that the hunters snot somettars. However,
to account for the. ambiquous form, Vit, nee:I first to delete the object of the original
sentence by an optional traveaormat tonal rule, changing thv hunters shot somethinU into
the 1,unter's shot. This, new senteni ti ;1 noininalwe tote the shontim of the hunters.
The other uni,erlying sentence .ornt-thing shot the hunters requires other
transtormations before it c an be nominali.red to produce the ambiouous form. First, the
active sentence someone Shot the hi.nterl. must he transformed into the passive sentence
the `lunters were shot by someone. 111, 41esit Iv someone is next deleted by a second
transformational rule, peockx in the etalter were ,hot. When this senteium Is
nominalized, one of the rsiittrry torte . s the ambeiciou. phrase the shootinc of the
,Applis
ti, Active anci pssive sentences, hence
hunters. The nomiralwahon
we hunters. Notice that. in 5oth derivations,
the ambiguity of the phrase the :.1cbtir.4
the umbita.uous form COlild toil/ t,. pripte ed by deleting the other noun to the underlying
sentence, the original 0:eel t in the tir.t ierterlying senten c and the original subject in
the second. Thus in the cirnbswouL. &Air e.e, you cannot tell whether hunters is the subject
or object of the verb .3/10-it.

tip to this point we ha... been au
only with ge.stvirnar. When we ..ern to
gratrrnar Inca phneology we see perhaps the ereatest
phonology and the relation htw
drammlr in a broad ..ert ;e
difference between tr.t,4..f)rrnatiortal grarnch-lr n sv
including phonotogy) avid tt a tn.ry it supplanted, .true Coral I ineuealc s. In structural
ilegue.ne,i, the invstieltion .1 I.:1,4411ag nv.veti trooi the in...t .ont mete to the least
from phA)nol.ry t, (
concrete, in ether
ter:leen of meaning. We have seen
that in synax, a tract %formatin )1 grammar rckyv... to 141.1 th ..4)1)(..ite direction: from
..,rfac go ..true
tar.) 1., ,4 rate (1..
abstract (i.e., the ritfl
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Structural linguistics and transformational grammar take oppoPite scientific
apnroacheo. Structural, linguistics is Baconian in its insistence on the primacy of data and
in its distrust of generalizations and abstractions. Transformational grammar, on the
other hand, is basically a mathematical model of language that works deductively from
abstractions down to particular cases.
In transformational phonology the same movement from abstract to concrete is
preserved. The abstract starting point for the phonological rules is the output of the
transformational rules in the grammarthe surface structure of the sentence with all the
words spelled in the usual way and with all the information about each word's part of
!Teeth and how the words interrelated to make up the grammar of the whole sentence. The
surface structure plays a double role: from the standpoint of syntax, the sorra e stricture
is concrete (compared to the abstractions in the deep structure), but from the standpoint
of phonology, the surface structure is abstract (compared to the concreteness of
pronunciation). Thus again the Output for one set of rules serves as the input for the next
set of rules. The output of the phonological rule' it a phonetic representation of the
pronunciation of the surface structure sentence that was the original input.
It might be helpful in seeing how the two theories relate ,,hortology to grammar by
diving their different analysis of an actual sentence. The following sentence is ambiguous:
John fed her dog biscuits.

tither her is possessive, that is, John fed dog biscuits to her dog, or her is the indirect
obieet, that is, John fed dog biscuits to her. When the sentence is said aloud, one
interpretation or the other must be picked since the two interpretations have different
pronunciations. If the first meaning is picked, there is a slight pause after dam, aect
biscuits has a higher stress than
In the second meaning, there is a pause after fer,
anti dog bi.cifits, is pronounced as a compound noun, that is, with higher stress on &r.1
than on biscuits. The two theories give completely different inkirpretation to these facts.
The structural linguist would ocelot out that sirwm the pronunciation disambiguates the two
sentences, the information from pronunciation (i.e. , phonology) is necessary to understand
the fneanirvi of sentences. In other words, grammar must follow and be dependent on
phonology. The transformational grammarian, however, would argue that we know how to
pronounce the ambiguous sentence in two different ways because we know that it is really
two different sntene es, i.e., comes from two different deep steuctures. The fact that
the two oiftrerit ,i4reace ientences are pronounced differently has nothing to do with oor
intrlretation of them, nor does it explain how we knew how to pronounce either sentence
to begin with.
'the transformational view is that you can only embody in speech what you can analyze
tha! ItVt l of surface: structure. This is not to say that you can only pronounce those
.. lo-n( ,..6 that you can tincierstafvf. It is perfectly possible to open a philosophy book and
rr( tly r. ad a bntnce aloud without understanding its meaning. You can reset it alouct
you knr.v all the words and their grammatical relation to each other, i.e., the
surface tre.e. here.

There are two sets of rules that conver the surface structure into a phonetic
representation of actual speech. One set assigns an overall stress contour to the entire
sentence. I or example, this set of rules would have to make different stress assignments
for the two different meanings of black + board: if black is an adjective., boaro w..l
rive. primary word stress; however, if blackboard is a compound noun (information
contained 1, the surface structure), then black receives primary word stress.
The s,.cond set of rules deals with the pronunciation of Individual words, includinci
placement of tress reduction and shiftino of vowels, and the relation of the word to other
members of its worn-family. For example, atom has the primary word ...tress on tfl
first syllable, but atomic has tt on the second. Atomic is an adjective derived from the
noun a'om by means of the derivational suffix etc. The shift ir, stress from the .first
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syllable in atom to the syllable before the derivational suffbt in atomic is part of a larger,
regular pattern; for example: irony-ironir telegraph-telegraphic, photographyhic, algebra -_,le kbraic etc. Moreover, the shift of stress has affected the
quality of the vowels. Atom has a distinct low-front vowel in the first syllable but an
uncontrastive vowel in the second vowel. In atomic the position of the distinct and
uncontrastive vowels reverse: the distinct vowel is now in the second syllable while the
uncontrastive is in the first syllable.
The beginning point for the set of rules that governs word pronunciation is the normal
orthographic spelling for the, wbr(1. Chomsky and Halle take this as their initial .Abstract
input. The rules apply to this form and convert it into a representation of the word's
pronunciation. The : spelling of a word represents information about the word family it
belongs to, With that knowledge, Chomsky and Halie's rule set is able to correctly
assign a pronunciation to the word. Thus :he spelling atom serves as the ideal abstract
(or underlying) representation for both atom and atomic: the spelling provides the
information for determining the nature of the vowel in the stressed syllable no matter
which syllable gets the word stress. In other words, the spelling underlies both
pronunciations.

To the strcAtiral lingurA the ideal writing system would provide a one-to-ene match
between the ,uund and the 1..pclling, i.e., the same sound would always be spelled the same
way. In transformational phonology the ideal writing system would always spell the same
word the same way, no matter how it was pronounced. Chomsky and Halle's (W68) basic
assumption is that once a native speaker of English can correctly assign part of speech to
a word and can tit the word into its word family, he will know how to pronounce it. This
knowledge is characterized in terms of a set of phonological rules starting with the
surface structure in normal orthographic spelling. Hare is Chomsky and Halle's comment
about their use of orthograpiiic spelling as the abstract input for their rules:

There is, incidentally, nothing particularly surprising about the fact
that conventiorial orthography is, as these examples suggest, a near
optimal system tor the lexical representation of English words. The
fundamlnt,a1 prtm iple of orthography is that phonetic variation is not
indicated where it is predictable t. ()enure.; rule, Thus, stress
placement and retiular vowel or consonant alternations are generally
not reflected. Ortiiodrapny is a ,-.ysterrl designed for readers who know
the' larg:uage, who, tinflerst.:,nd sntne:, and therefore know the surface
structure of :-Atottn; es. till( h readers can prOrkace the correct phonetic
forms, given :he ...1rthtrir,phcc. representation and the surface structure,
by nw,ins of thy roles that trey employ in producing and interpreting
pOtntlel,s for the orthography to indicate
:-;prtech. it would be

these preoic table variants.... A ..y'.tem of this sort is of little use

for one who wt..) t:. ev prdot t tiaerable .peech without knowing the
language--tor tvarni,l. , nn a for reading line:, in a language with
,r
t- pia-poses a phonetic alphabet, or
I. unfamiliar.
which
the regular:zed phots tic representations called "phonemic" in modern
linguistics, would be ...4peri.pr. nits, howeve, is slot the function of
conventional orthotirApu t.y m . (1:41, p. 49).
1

To summarize, in both graen ir rr t phonology, the transformational approach works
form. In the area of grammar, the
t,
:; ,
.tructure rules, and are called deep
;.olvirtk d into oartace stn.ctures by the
tarueture, The dee,. ,.tructor,
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We will now torn to a -Hof diseir;sion of corinitive psycholinguistics. Of greatest
interest to us is the way in which cognitive psya holinguistic offers a new alternative to
what might he loosely called classical behaviorist learning theory. Within the classical
view of behaviorism, there are many different models of how learning takes place, and
indeed, different definitions of what learning is. One model (Pavlov's classical
conditioning) defines learning as a demonstration of the learner's ability to associate. To
take an example from language learntng, the ability of a native speaker ofJapanese to give
Japanese equivalents for English words is a demonstration of his learning of English
vocabulary, i.e., he has learned to associate English and Japanese words.

L. Hull) looks at learning primarily in terms of habit
A second model (that of
strength. An example here would be the learner's struggle to develop new habits of
pronunc!ation for the language he is acquiring. Part of his difficulty is the interference of
the emit established habits in his native language with his attempts to establish new habits
for the foreign language. A third model, and one that is particularly interesting to language
teachers, is B. 1= . Skinner's instrumental learning. instrumental learning differs from
Pavlov's classical conditioning in that instrumental learning alters the learner's behavior
by rewardinq the learner's response, while Pavlov's conditioning caused learning to take
place by the simple juxtaposition of two stimuli. For Skinner, learning is the mastery of
a new set of accomple.hments which can be demonstrated on demand. An example would
be the ability of a language learner to produce sentences in the new language appropriate
to the situation.
Despite real differences between the models described above, they have three
fundamental points of similarity: (1) All models agree that the principles of classical
behaviorist learning theory can .0 count for all forms of human learning, even language,
even though the model:, were developed in tightly controlled laboratory experiments often
involving relatively lower- order animals. In other words, classical behaviorist learning
a universal explanation for all learning, (2) All models describe learning in terms
theory
learning implies some measurable
of some change in the learner's overt behavior,
action on the part of .he: learner. i) All models aerec. that learning takes place because
of some c name in the learner's environment, though the models disagree on what the key
stimuluti, respontw, reinforrnant, number of trials etc.
variable for the charge

Cognitive pwcholtri(mi..tics is not a general challenge to all of classical behaviorist
learning theory. There are M.ItV type:, of learning, even in humans, that classical
(.onvin( in() a' c avant of. The main difference between
behlviorict learninal ill( or/
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regularities in acquisition of items of a "behavioral repertoire" under
experimentally manipulable conditions. Consequently, it has
necessarily directed its attention to tasks that are extrinsic to an
organism's cognitive capacitiestasks that must be rpproached in a
devious, indirect, and piecemeal fashioil(1965, pp. 56-57).
The following train ot reasoning is implicit in the cognitive psycholinguist's rejection
of the classical behaviorist learning theory's claim to a universal explanation: (1) Human
language is literally species-specific, i.e., it is profoundly different from any kind of
animal communication (see Itewes 1973, pp. ti -7 for a survey of the literature on the
difference between human languacie and primate communication). (2) The human brain has
its own rich, innate (i.e., genetically determined) capacity that makes language learning
"natural" for humans and impossible for other species. In Aspects of the Theory of
Syntax, Chomsky briefly characterizes what this innate capacity for language must consist
of:

A child who is capabie of language learning must have

(t) a technique for representing it

,t signals

(ii) a way of representing structural information abo..it these
signals
(iii) some initial delimitation of a class of possible hypotheses
about language structure
(iv) a me.thcx.1 for determining what each .t &h hypothesis implies
with respect to each sentence

(v) a method for selecting one of the (presumably, infinitely
many) hypotheses that are allowed by (tit) and are
eompatibie with the given primary linguistic data
(1965, p. 30).
(3) The concluding assumption, followmg from Vie ftrst two, is that the human capacity for
language acquisition is unique and cannot be described in terms of a universal explanation
provided by classical behaviori!A learning theory.
It is difficult to imagtne anyone c hallnging the ft r!..t assumption above. For a
ussIon on the relation beheieen human language and animal
particularly interestiru;
communication and the whole (it iestion of the evolutt)n of language, See Chapter Six,
"Language in the light ot vollition and genetics," in L.rynnehernIs (1967) Biological
Foundations of Laneuage. Invistigationt, of chtldren's togt.,tsition of their first language
and clinir_al studies, of trnpartl chtldrn have :.trutiily .upported the second asst.mption.
For surveys of recent rest-arc h on normal ac iiiieition of first languag., see Dale 1972,
McNeill 1970, Reed 1971, and Slot.jin 1971. Lennehrd 1967 is
the classical work on
language in impared children.

However, there is virtually no independent vtdence that bears on the third and
concluding assumption. That
even grantod that human language is possible only
because of the tienetic rnaic -up of the human bran, that dof., not of itself prove that
tal« pia( in .,pique: way. Moreover, it is hard to
human acquisition of lamitiage
imagine what kind of evidrec would indepncifntly pruvi (or disprove) that it does.
MacCorguodale in him arti( li un
( ;Y.9) r...ett.w of Skinner's Verbal Behavior

(1957) argues, in effect, that th prtmtple

tavtort-,t learning are empirically well

established across many spec it s,, 4-ach with tt., own genetic pecularities. Thus the burden
.y( holinducit try .how that human lanouage learning requires a
of proof is on the cognit

special set of learning luw., tor it. own. A. M is Corquodale (1970) puts it:
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There is no lethal incompatibility or evan mild inconsistency
between the principles of genetic evolution and the principle of
reinforcermnt. Reinfomement has many necesnary points of
contact with genetics. Reinforceability is itself a genetically
determined characteristic; organisms are simply born reinforceable.
They have evolved that way. The fact that organisms behave at all is
due to genetic determination. Stimulus generalization and response
induction are genetically determined characteristics (1970, p. 93).
Nevertheless, the rnountint; evidence supporting the cognitive psycholinguists' first two
assumption make the hird assumption a serious challenge to one of the basic tenets of
classical behaviorist learning theory.
The second point that all models of classical behaviorist learning theory shared was
that learning could only be described in terms of some change in the learner's overt
behavior. Chomsky has argued the opposite point, at least as far as language is concerned,
in his distinction between competence and performance. Competence is a person's

linguistic capacity. Performance is what he does with that capacity. Performance, i.e.,
actual observed behavior, is not the same thing as competence because performance is
partly the result of factors that have nothing to do with the person's underlying

competehi:e. For example, performance has both accidental limitations, e.g., slips of
the tongue, false starts, etc., as well as systematic differences from competence, e.g.,
memory limitations. In Chomsky's "Formal discussion of 'The Development of Grammar
in Child Language' by Wick Miller and Susan Ervin," (Chomsky, 1964), he analogizes
linguistic competence and performance with competence and performance in mathematics:
the fact that we know how to multiply (what we might call mathematical competence) does
not mean that we will not make mistakes (accidental limitations) or can multiply tWo tong
numbers together without pencil and paper (memory limitations) in oar actual performances

of multiplication.
Thus for the cognitive psycholinguist, the crucial part of language learning is the
learner's development of linguistic competence. However, this development takes place,
as it were, behind the scenes. The learner's actual performance gives us only hints and
suggestions about his development of competence. Moreover, the learner is never presented
with models of competence to emulate; he is only exposed to instances of performances. As
Chomsky puts it:

The problem for the linguist, as well as for the child learning the
language, is to determine from the data of performance the underlying
system of rules that has been mastered by the speaker-hearer and that
he puts to use in actual performance. Hence, in the technical sense,
linguistic theory is mentalistic, since it is concerned with discovering
a mental reality underlying actual behavior. Observed use of language
or hypothesized dispositions to respond, habits, and so on, may
provide evidence as to the nature of this mental reality, but surely
cannot constitute the actual subject matter of linguistics, if this is to
be a serious discipline (1965, p. 4).
The third point that all models of classical behaviorist learning shared was that
learning took place because of some change in the learner's environment. Cognitive
psycholinguists argue that, on the contrary, a child's acquisition of his first language is
largely an internal affair because the child must create for himself an abstract set of
grammatical rules that cover the data he is exposed to. As Chornsky puts it in his
"Review of Skinner's Verbal Behavior":
The child who learns a language ha, in ..,ome sense constructed
the grammar for himself on the basis of his observation of sentences
and non-sentences (i.e., corrections by the verbal community). Study
of the actual observed ability or a she aker to di:-.WIfiutsh sentences from
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fiOnfatintences, detect ambiguities, etc., apparently fotic501Tee
tit tto
conclusion that this grammar is of an extremely complex and abstract
character, and that the young child has succeeded in carrying out
what from the formal point of view, at least, seems to be a
remarkable type of theory construction. Furthermore, this task is
accomplished in an astonishingly short time, to a large extent
independently of intelligence, and in a comparable way by all
children. Any theory of learning must cope with these facts (in
Jakobovtts and Miron, 1987, pp. 170-171).

In other words, the cognitive psycholinguist's position is that the child is born with a
genetically determined knowledge of how natural language work and with a special ability at
hypothesis formation and testing to determine which hypothesis is correct. As might be
imagined, there is little direct evidence to support this position except for (1) the amazing
speed with which learners acquire their first language and (2) general patterns In the sequence
and rate that language elements are learned (for details, see the survey works referred to on
page ). However, there is considerable negative evidence accumulating against the
environmental shaping of children's language development through (1) imitation of adult
models, (2) parental correction, or (3) need to communicate. In a recent article, Roger
Brown (1973) discussed these topics and comes to this conclusion:
In sum, then, we presently do not have evidence that there are
selective social pressures of any kind operating on children to impel
them to bring their speech into line with adult models. It is, however,
entirely possible that such pressures do operate In situations unlike
the situation we have sampled, for instance, away from home or with

strangers. A radically different possibility is that children work out
rules for the speech they hear, passing from levels of lesser to
greater complexity, simply because the human species is programmed
at a certain period in its like to operate in this fashion on linguistic
input (pp. 105-108).
Whether or not the acquisition of human language proves to be an exception to the

generalizations of classical behaviorist learning theory, only time will tell. Clearly,
however, transformational grammar and cognitive psychology have raised issues that are
not going to go away.
It might be useful to have here a brief summary of the key differences between
classical behaviorist learning theory and cognitive psycholinguistics:

Classical behaviorist learnir

theory

(1) All forms of learning are
basically alike.

Cognitive psycholinguistics
(1) Language learning is a

species-specific form of
behavior and takes place in
species-specific ways.

(2) Learning can only be described
in terms of overt behavioral

(2) Language learning can only be
described in terms of the
growth of linguistic competence
(as opposed to overt
performance).

changes.

(3) Learning takes place through
some change in the learner's
environment.

(3) Language learning is an act of

individual creation through
hypothesis creation and
testing.
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